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A Kiss On The Lips
 
A kiss on the lips
sparks a smile
the smile sparks happiness
happiness sparks one less scare
all of this sparked by one simple kiss
kiss me now
take a future scare away from my wrist
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Gone
 
Memories fall from my eyes
Your voice rings in my ears
to think you are gone
the words you last spoke are now simply scares
they are scares that shall always be there to remind me of you
I know you're gone
goodbye came to soon
the day we say hello once more is a day I yearn for
you're not gone only out of sight
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Sometimes
 
Sometimes I think
Sometimes I wonder
What death would be
Sometimes I think
Sometimes I wonder
If life is what we all seek
Sometimes I think
Sometimes I wonder
If death is simply a relive
Sometimes I think
Sometimes I wonder
Where I can be me
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Unanswered Questions
 
We are all soldiers
Waiting to die on the front lines
Desiring a death of meaning
With love and had hater
One day will we all rest
With unanswered questions
But is it really rest
If questions still remain
How will we rest
With sorrowful souls
And our heads hung low
Could it be true rest
Is death the answer
To questions unanswerable
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Unanswered Questions (Spanish)
 
Todos somos soldados
Esperando a morir en la primera línea
Deseando una muerte de significado
Con amor y tenía hater
Un día haré que todo resto
Con preguntas sin respuesta
¿Pero es realmente resto
Si aún hay preguntas
¿Cómo vamos a descansar
Con las almas tristes
Y nuestras cabezas colgaban
¿Podría ser el verdadero descanso
¿Es la muerte la respuesta
Para preguntas sin respuesta
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